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Lecture material including notes, slides, OHPs, illustrations and handouts; research notes and materials; newspaper cuttings and media releases; manuscripts and proofs, article drafts, research funding applications, pamphlets, booklets, invitations, correspondence, photographs.
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Biography
Kay Saunders AM is Emeritus Professor in History at the University of Queensland where she taught Australian and American history. She is a distinguished national and international scholar in the areas of race and gender relations, cultural history, World War 2 and national security. Professor Saunders is the author of numerous books and articles, including Alien Justice: Internment in Twentieth Century North America and Australia and War on the Homefront: State Intervention in Queensland 1938-1948, and co-author of Exclusion, Exploitation and Extermination: Race Relations in Colonial Queensland. In 1999, she was appointed a member of the Order of Australia, and in 2001 she was made a Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia. She is also Fellow of the Royal Historical Society (London) and of the Royal Anthropological Institute (London). After leaving the University of Queensland Professor Saunders was appointed Executive Director of the Brisbane Institute.

Notes
Open access, except access to Box 7 Folder 14, Box 8 Folder 4, Box 9, Box 10 Folder 5 and Box 11 Folder 1 is restricted. Application for access to restricted material may be submitted to the Fryer Librarian for consideration.

Box 1
Lecture Materials

Folder 1
Sources, crime and punishment: war crimes and treason
Notes and sources

Folder 2
Crime and punishment: war crimes
Lecture notes
OHPs
Newspapers
Folder 3
Crime and punishment: treason lecture
Lecture notes
Web print-outs
Newspapers
OHPs
OHP illustrations

Folder 4
American history: the frontier
Lecture notes
Illustrations
OHPs,
42 colour and black and white slides of the American west with descriptions

Folder 5
Federation tutorial
Tutorial notes
Newspapers
Handout: ‘Australia and federation: Some key events 1829-1901’

Folder 6
Australian social history: social structure 1788-1914
Lecture notes

Folder 7
Culture in Australia: 1890s to WWI
Lecture notes

Folder 8
Australian social history: poverty
Lecture notes
Photocopied article: Stephen Garton, ‘Poverty in paradise’
Folder 9
Lecture on welfare system
Lecture notes
OHP
Newspaper
Photocopied article: Peter Humm, ‘Real TV: Camcorders access and authority’

Folder 10
Whitlam years
Essay

Folder 11
1970s culture in Australia
Essay

Folder 12
Class in Australia (2000)
Newspapers

Folder 13
Convict system in Queensland
Lecture notes

Folder 14
Queensland European migrants
Lecture notes

Folder 15
Queensland history: Moreton Bay
Lecture notes

Folder 16
Queensland history: Sugar industry in Queensland
Lecture notes
Folder 17
Race relations in Papua
Lecture notes

Folder 18
Race and ethnic relations: the Irish in Australia
Notes
Photocopied illustrations
*Nation Review*, vol 6 no 34, 10 June 1976

Folder 19
Japanese in pre-war Darwin
Essay

Folder 20
Traditional Aboriginal society
Lecture notes
OHPs

Folder 21
Lecture on land rights and reserve system
Lecture notes

Folder 22
1967 referendum on Aboriginal rights
Essay

Box 2
*Lecture Materials*
Folder 1
HT135 labour and capitalism in the 90s
Lecture notes
Essay
Photocopied article: Bruce Scates, ‘A struggle for survival’
Folder 2

HT135 states’ rights and federation
Lecture notes
Pamphlet
OHPs
Newspapers

Folder 3

HT135 WWI and 1920s
Lecture notes
Newspapers
Photocopied article: K.S. Inglis, ‘The Anzac Tradition’
Photocopied article: Michael Roe, ‘Comment on the Digger tradition’

Folder 4

HT135 WWII
Lecture notes

Folder 5

HT135 war in 20th century: old material
Lecture notes
Newspapers
OHPs

Folder 6

HT135 popular culture lecture
Lecture notes
OHP

Folder 7

HT135 masculinity and gay liberation movement
Lecture notes
OHPs
Folder 8
HT135 monarchy and republic
Lecture notes
Photocopied illustrations
OHPs
Newspapers

Folder 9
HT135 celebrating Australia
Lecture notes
New Idea Australia celebrates, Souvenir Special, 13 Feb 1988
Time Magazine, January 1788 to December 1792, Special Issue

Folder 10
HT136 social history: mateship lecture
Lecture notes
Ballad: ‘The bushman's farewell’
Photocopied article: Frank Moorhouse, ‘Male mythology and bush accoutrement’ OHP
Newspaper

Folder 11
HT136 New Guard (1990)
Lecture notes
Photocopied article: Andrew Moore, ‘The old guard and ‘country mindedness”

Folder 12
HT136 culture in Australia
Lecture notes
Photocopied illustrations
Folder 13
HT136 1950s lectures
Lecture notes
Newspapers
Essay

Folder 14
HT136 sexuality and morality
Lecture notes [with cover note from Kay Saunders to Clive Moore]
Photocopied article: John d’Emilio, ‘Not a simple matter’
Photocopied article: Garry Wotherspoon, ‘From subculture to mainstream culture’ Newspaper

Folder 15
HT151 WWII and gender
Notes [1p]
OHPs
Illustrations
15 black and white and colour slides

Box 3
Lecture Materials
Folder 1
HS222 1993, 1998, 1999
Handouts
Bibliography

Folder 2
HS222 feminism 1880-1945
Lecture notes
Pamphlets
Photocopied illustrations
OHPs
Folder 3
HS222 domestic violence lecture
Lecture notes
Newspapers
Pamphlets
OHPs
Photocopied article: Penny Russell, ‘For better and for worse’
Photocopied article: Linda Gordon, ‘Family violence, feminism and social control’

Folder 4
HS222 race and gender relations women and work in 20th century
Lecture notes
Photocopied table

Folder 5
HT235 social movements WWI
Lecture notes
Photocopied article: Ann Mari Jordens, ‘Anti-war organisations in a society at war, 1914-18’

Folder 6
HT235 suburbia 1920-1960
Notes
Photocopied illustrations
Australian Magazine, ‘The ‘50s why they weren't so bad’, Special Issue, 18-19 September 1993

Folder 7
HS238 nativism, Jim Crow and feminism
Lecture notes
Essay
OHPs
Photocopied illustrations
Folder 8
HS238 domesticity in the 1950s
Lecture notes
Photocopied illustrations
OHPs

Folder 9
HS238 the Great Society
Lecture notes
OHPs

Folder 10
HS238 conformity and rebellion in the 1950s
Lecture notes
OHPs
Photocopied illustrations

Folder 11
HS238/HT151 civil rights
Lecture notes
Photocopied illustrations

Folder 12
HT243 immigration
Lecture notes
Pamphlet

Folder 13
HT243 Class conflict 1890-1914
Lecture notes
Folder 14
HT243 WWI
Lecture notes
Newspaper

Folder 15
HT243 The Labor Party 1915-1948
Lecture notes

Folder 16
HT243 WWII
Lecture notes
Photocopied illustration

Folder 17
HT243 Bjelke-Petersen
Lecture notes
Newspapers

Folder 18
HT267 race and gender relations, lecture 2, theory and its inadequacies
Lecture notes

Folder 19
HT267 Lectures 3 and 4 Marxist feminist analysis and radical feminist critique
Lecture notes
Photocopied article: Patricia Grimshaw, ‘Tasman sisters’

Folder 20
HS322 convict protests
Handout
Essay
Folder 21
HS322 unemployed workers’ protests 1930s
Essay

Folder 22
HIST1001 Immigration
Lecture notes
OHP

Folder 23
HIST1001 making of America: feminism
Lecture notes
OHP

Folder 24
HIST1201 war and Australia 20th century
Lecture notes,
Photocopied illustrations
OHPs

Box 4
Lecture Materials
Folder 1
HIST1601 turning points: feminism
Lecture notes
OHPs

Folder 2
HIST2008 course program
Subject flyers
Course outline
Folder 3
HIST2008 the 50s
Notes
OHPs
OHP illustrations

Folder 4
HIST2008 The Beatles
‘Rock’n’roll, Fifty years, 1955-2005’ part 1, Sunday Mail 6 Mar 2005’
‘Rock’n’roll, Fifty years, 1955-2005’ part 2, Courier Mail 7 Mar 2005’
‘Rock’n’roll, Fifty years, 1955-2005’ part 7, Sunday Mail 13 Mar 2005’
‘Rock’n’roll, Fifty years, 1955-2005’ part 10, Courier Mail 16 Mar 2005’
OHPs
OHP illustrations

Folder 5
HIST2003 civil rights
Web print-out
OHPs

Folder 6
Photocopies from Time Magazine 1965
OHPs

Folder 7
1968 OHP
Handout: ‘1968: the climax of unrest’
OHPs

Folder 8
HIST2008 Vietnam War
OHPs
Folder 9
Vietnam OHP
Handout: ‘Chronology of events 1962-1972’
Photocopied illustrations
OHP illustrations
Handout: ‘Was the anti-Vietnam movement successful?’

Folder 10
Australian OHPs for 60s course
OHPs
1 envelope with stamp of Patricia Thompson aka ‘Little Patty’

Folder 11
HIST2202 immigration, sex and power
Lecture notes
Essay
Newspapers
OHPs
OHP illustrations

Folder 12
HIST2202 demography
Lecture notes
Newspapers
Australian demographic statistics
Booklets
OHPs

Folder 13
HIST2202 women's lib movement 1970 onwards
Lecture notes
Essay
Booklets
Pamphlets
OHPs
Folder 14
HIST2206 Turner and Ward thesis
Lecture notes
OHPs
OHP illustrations

Folder 15
HIST2206 Australia and the US military alliance
Lecture notes
OHPs

Box 5
Research Material
Folder 1
Aborigines WWII
Photocopied reports
Letters, telegrams etc [Australian War Memorial] relating to Aborigines during WWII
Handwritten notes

Folder 2
Aborigines WWII
1 photograph
Manuscript: Kay Saunders, ‘Who fights for White Australia’
Handwritten notes
Photocopied reports, letters, telegrams etc [Australian War Memorial] relating to Aborigines during WWII

Folder 3
Aborigines WWII
Information from Longmore papers
Handwritten notes
Photocopied article: Kay Saunders, ‘Northern Australians’ fear of invasion’
Also in box:

Photo 1, AWLA 1943 Cowley’s Camp Ballandean, girls about to have breakfast (Bette Parker Collection)

Photo 2, War work (Courier Mail, 1942)

Photo 3, Women’s Auxiliary Patriots, grey uniform with burgundy accessories, founded Oct 1940 (Melbourne Herald in Hasluck, vol 1, p. 414)

Photo 4, Country Women’s Assoc Land Army, formed Melbourne June 1940 (Melbourne Argus in Hasluck, vol 1, p. 414)

Photo 5, Australian Women’s Legion, planned as a land army in January 1940 (Melbourne Argus, in Hasluck, vol 1, p. 414.)

Photo 6, AWLA Camp Biloela, Qld 1944 (Bette Parker Collection)

Photo 7, Australian Army Nurses 2/2 Australian General Hospital, Atherton (Courier Mail 1942)

Photo 8, March of AIF through Mareeba, 1941 (Joan Harden)

Photo 9, (Courier Mail 1941)

Photo 10, Women's Legion in training, (Courier Mail 1941)

Photo 11, A drawing of Bette Parker in her AWLA uniform (Bette Parker Collection)

3 negatives

Box 6

Manuscripts

Folder 1

Manuscript, A Crowning Achievement, Chapter One: Searching for the ideal women: The story behind Miss Australia and the modern beauty quest

Folder 2

Manuscript, A Crowning Achievement, Chapter Three: The business of glamour: Commercial sponsorship and charitable enterprise

Folder 3

Manuscript, A Crowning Achievement, Chapter Four: Crowns and Sashes: The annual search for 'the right sort of girl'

Folder 4

Manuscript, A Crowning Achievement, Chapter Five: Community Spirit: The Hidden Workers

Folder 5

Manuscript, A Crowning Achievement, Chapter Six: Losing its sparkle: The demise of an emblem
Folder 6
Secret Men's Business
Manuscript, Secret Men's Business: the power and Influence behind the Miss Australia Quest 1926-1964 [handwritten and typed drafts]

Folder 7
Miss Australia Quest Submission to NMA
Correspondence:
20 Oct 2003, Kay Saunders and Julie Ustinoff to Sophie Jensen [exhibition project proposal attached]
5 Aug 2003, John Angove to Julie Ustinoff [email]
3 May 2005, Jeanie Watson to Kay Saunders

Folder 8
Daylight and Darkness, original manuscript, July 2003
Book manuscript [includes explanatory cover note by Kay Saunders]

Folder 9
Corrected manuscript copies: Kay Saunders, ‘Taking the international spotlight: Pauline Hanson and the Pauline Hanson One Nation Party’
Journal offprint: Kay Saunders and Katie McConnel, ‘The question of the day: the maintenance of racial rhetoric in Qld, Australia: William Lane and Pauline Hanson as Racial Ideologues’
Journal offprint: Kay Saunders, ‘The stranger in our gates: internment policies in the United Kingdom and Australia during the two world wars, 1914-39’

Folder 10
Bjelke-Petersen Documentary
Contact list
Film treatment [various drafts]
Film research notes
Development budget
Newspapers
Photocopied article: William Ellis, ‘Broad Shoulder of Australia: Queensland’
Dee Dee Glass’s CV
Correspondence:
13 Oct 1986, Kay Saunders? to Dee Dee Glass
3 Nov 1986, Kay Saunders? to Dee Dee Glass
8 Jan 1987, Dee Dee Glass to Nick Hart Williams
12 Feb 1987, Nick Hart-Williams to Robin Hughes
20 Feb 1987, Dee Dee Glass to Kay Saunders
26 May 1987, Geoff B to Nick Hart Williams
14 Jul 1987, Dee Dee Glass to Kay Saunders

Folder 11
Manuscript: ‘Home front: A film script’ [includes explanatory cover note by Kay Saunders]

Folder 12
Article draft: Kay Saunders, ‘A temporary sacrifice of individual liberty: The rule of law during World War I in UK and Australia’
Article draft: Kay Saunders, ‘The Ghosts of memory [2 drafts]’
Author?, ‘What a small but disciplined group can do: National Socialism in internment camps during WWII- A transnational history’

Box 7
Folder 1
Open Learning Institute: social attitudes
Address notes
OHPs,
12 colour slides

Folder 2
Opening of Rosenfeld collection 7 Sep 1992
Address notes
Facsimile of function schedule
Untitled photocopied article
Background notes [with cover note]
Facsimile from Temple Kehoe to Kay Saunders 18 Aug 1992 [press release attached]
Brochure
Folder 3

Queensland feminism 1880-1918, Centenary Conference 27 May 1995

Address notes
Paper: Kay Saunders, 'Gender Race and equality in Qld 1880-1905
Letter from Laurie Muller to Kay Saunders, 27 Oct 1994 [draft program attached] Flyer
OHP illustrations
OHPs

Folder 4

Aboriginal workers’ book launch and invitations to speak/consult

Handwritten notes
Invitations
Correspondence:
11 Feb 1997, William Jonas to Kay Saunders
26 Feb 1997, John Iremonger to Kay Saunders [facsimile]
3 Mar 1997, Kay Saunders to Jennifer Watson [project outline attached]
15 Mar 1996, Rosemary Moon to Kay Saunders
14 Mar 1997, George Nichols to Kay Saunders
2 Apr 1997, Con Castan to Kay Saunders
4 Apr 1997, Louise Ireland to Kay Saunders [Gender Equity Officers Network program attached]
14 Apr 1997, Maggie Shapley to Kay Saunders
20 Aug 1997, Jenny Tannoch-Bland to Kay Saunders
17 Nov 1998, Allan Pidgeon to Kay Saunders
4 Jan 1999, Christina Gillgren to Kay Saunders
Nd, Dennis K Smith to Kay Saunders
Nd, Kay Saunders to Senator John Herron

Folder 5

Popular culture conference 1997

Registration brochure and pamphlet
Conference report
Newspapers
Conference program
Interview with John Stafford
Suggestions

Correspondence:

15 Apr 1997, Kay Saunders to Jeff Brownrigg
9 May 1997, John Hay to Rob Borbidge
7 Feb ?, Bill Redmond to Kay Saunders

Folder 6

Feminist conference June/July 1998

9 negatives
10 colour and black and white slides
Maps
Brochure,
Pamphlets
Conference application letters etc

Agreement for conference proceedings 29 Jan 1999 [contents pages attached], Conference paper and proceeding: 'Reconciling our Mothers' lines: Tracing the lives of three Queensland women' [includes cover notes, multiple drafts]

Correspondence:

22 Apr 1997, Kay Saunders to Patricia Grimshaw
Nd, Kay Saunders, Jackie Huggins and Isabel Tarrago to Patricia Grimshaw

Folder 7

Centenary of federation debate 2 Sep 1999

Correspondence:

21 Mar 1999, Ross Fitzgerald to Kay Saunders
29 Mar 1999, Ross Fitzgerald to Kay Saunders
21 June 1999, Ross Fitzgerald to Kay Saunders
5 Jul 1999, Kay Saunders to Ross Fitzgerald [copy]
8 Sep 1999, Ross Fitzgerald to Kay Saunders [press release attached]

Folder 8

Boulder Conference

Conference presentation notes
Menu
Letter from Kay Saunders to Paula Anderson, 10 Apr 2002 [copies of tickets attached]
Copies of newspapers
Folder 9
RHSQ conferences
2 Programs for 2005
Letter from Kay Saunders and Joanne Scott to Denis Cryle, 26 Mar 1999

Folder 10
BHP talk 14 Feb 2002
Address notes
OHP illustrations
OHPs

Folder 11
Jorg's visit schedule
Jorg Nagler's CV,
Itinerary and notes
Email release HPRC 27 Aug 2003

Folder 12
Supreme court conference: Sir Charles Power
Conference paper: ‘Charles Power: His political career'
OHPs
Conference program
Correspondence:
5 Mar 2003, Margaret White to Kay Saunders
1 Apr 2003, Aladin Rahemtula to Kay Saunders

Folder 13
DJ Murphy
'Cybrary Links' 24 June 2004
Flyer
UQ News Sep 2004
Conference paper: Brian Costar, ‘Denis Murphy, Political Leadership and Queensland Nationalism’
Correspondence:
22 June 2004, Brian Costar to Deb Stumm
25 June 2004, Janine Schmidt to Kay Saunders
Nd, Judith Bell to Kay Saunders [email]

Folder 14 [Access to the contents of this folder is restricted.]
Order of Australia
Correspondence:
4 Jun 2001, Martin Bonsey to Kay Saunders [envelope attached]
29 Aug 2001, Kevin Fewster to Kay Saunders [reference for Patricia Thomson aka ‘Little Patty’ attached]
5 Sep 2001, Paul de Jersey to Kay Saunders
14 Sep 2001, Paul de Jersey to Kay Saunders [envelope attached]
21 Sep 2001, Mary Louise Williams to Kay Saunders [Patricia Thomson's CV and letters of reference attached]
21 Oct 2001, Kay Saunders to Honours' Secretariat [information on John de Jersey attached]
27 Sep 2002, Kay Saunders to Secretary, Order of Australia Council [information on Robert Wensly QC]

Folder 15
Encyclopaedia Britannica file
Floppy disk
Letter from Amy Weber to Kay Saunders 30 Mar 2000
Guidelines for reading list
Queensland entry [multiple drafts]

Folder 16
Immigrants and minorities article
Submission guidelines,
Referee’s reports
Correspondence:
19 Feb 2003, David Mayall to Kay Saunders
6 Mar 2003, David Mayall to Kay Saunders
Nd, Kay Saunders to Mark Anstee [article proofs attached]
Folder 17

HBJ correspondence

Correspondence:
18 Oct 1989, Kay Saunders to Lisa Heidke [2 copies, one with corrections, proposal attached]
30 Oct 1989, Lisa Heidke to Kay Saunders
29 Nov 1989, Kay Saunders to Lisa Heidke
24 Jan 1990, Jeremy Fisher to Ray Evans
10 Jan 1991, Lisa Heidke to Kay Saunders
13 Mar 1991, Lisa Heidke to Kay Saunders
11 Jun 1991, Kay Saunders to Lisa Heidke [facsimile]
11 Jun 1991, Kay Saunders and Ray Evans to Lisa Heidke
20 Aug 1991, Jeremy Fisher to Kay Saunders [consultancy agreement attached]
6 Sep 1991, Robyn Rowland to Kay Saunders
10 Oct 1991, Kay Saunders to Jeremy Fisher [facsimile]
18 Oct 1991, Jeremy Fisher to Kay Saunders [facsimile]
21 Oct 1991, Jeremy Fisher to Kay Saunders
22 Oct 1991, Jeremy Fisher to Kay Saunders
30 Oct 1991, Kay Saunders and Ray Evans to Contributors
1 Nov 1991, Jeremy Fisher to Kay Saunders [facsimile]
5 Nov 1991, Jeremy Fisher to Jill Julius Matthews
6 Nov 1991, Kay Saunders and Ray Evans to Jeremy Fisher [copy]
18 Nov 1991, Kay Saunders and Ray Evans to Jill Julius Matthews [attached is a facsimiled copy marked by Jeremy Fisher]
18 Nov 1991, Kay Saunders to Jeremy Fisher [facsimile]
18 Nov 1991, Jill Julius Matthews to Kay Saunders
18 Nov 1991, Ray Evans to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
19 Nov 1991, Kay Saunders to Jeremy Fisher [facsimile]
29 Nov 1991, Jill Julius Matthews to Kay Saunders [cover note only with correspondence between Jill Julius Matthews and Legal Officer attached]
2 Dec 1991, Kay Saunders to Lisa Heidke [facsimile]
5 Dec 1991, Jeremy Fisher to Kay Saunders and Ray Evans
5 Dec 1991, Ray Evans to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
5 Dec 1991, Belinda Bollinger to Ray Evans [facsimile]
9 Dec 1991, Belinda Bollinger to Kay Saunders and Ray Evans [facsimile]
9 Dec 1991, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
9 Dec 1991, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
9 Dec 1991, Belinda Bollinger to Kay Saunders [facsimile]
10 Dec 1991, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
12 Dec 1991, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile] [illustrations attached]
12 Dec 1991, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger facsimile [illustration attached]
13 Dec 1991, Jeremy Fisher to Kay Saunders
17 Dec 1991, Kay Saunders to Jeremy Fisher [copy]
6 Jan 1992, Belinda Bollinger to Ray Evans [facsimile]
8 Jan 1992, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
13 Jan 1992, Belinda Bollinger to Kay Saunders [facsimile]
15 Jan 1991, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
13 Feb 1992, Belinda Bollinger to Ray Evans [facsimile]
14 Feb 1992, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
14 Feb 1992, Belinda Bollinger to Kay Saunders [facsimile]
17 Feb 1992, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
17 Feb 1992, Lyn Finch to Kay Saunders [facsimile]
26 Feb 1992, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile] [illustration attached]
26 Feb 1992, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile] [illustration attached]
2 Mar 1992, Louise Ewan to Ray Evans
4 Mar 1992, Kay Saunders Jeremy Fisher [copy]
25 Mar 1992, Belinda Bollinger to Kay Saunders and Ray Evans [facsimile]
30 Mar 1992, Louise Ewan to Kay Saunders
31 Mar 1992, Kay Saunders to Lyn Finch [facsimile]
31 Mar 1992, Kay Saunders to Ray Evans [facsimile]
31 Mar 1992, Kay Saunders to Louise Ewan [facsimile]
9 Apr 1992, Kay Saunders to Ray Evans [facsimile]
25 Apr 1992, Carol [Ferrier?] to Kay Saunders
26 Apr 1992, Anne Summers to Kay Saunders
Apr 1992, Katie to Kay Saunders and Ray Evans [card]
5 May 1992, Jeremy Fisher to Jackie Huggins [copy]
6 May 1992, Louise Ewan to Kay Saunders [book responses attached]
10 May 1992, Lyndall [Ryan?] to Kay Saunders and Ray Evans
2 Jun 1992, Nicola Evans to Kay Saunders
8 Jun 1992, Bruce Scertes to Kay Saunders
Nd, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Ray Evans [facsimile]
Nd, Kay Saunders and Ray Evans to contributor [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Jeremy Fisher? [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Joan Scott [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to E Spelman [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Director ANWM [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Deputy Director ANWM [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Nancy Cott [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Carole Patemen [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to KB Sacks [copy]
Nd, Ray Evans to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Belinda Bollinger [facsimile]
Nd, Kay Saunders to ? [last page of letter only]

Correspondence in blue folder marked HBJ:
24 Jan 1990, Jeremy Fisher to Kay Saunders
20 Feb 1990, Jeremy Fisher to Ray Evans [contract attached]
2 Mar 1990, Jeremy Fisher to Kay Saunders [contract attached]

Also in folder:
Backup list [handwritten 1p]
Book proposal, guideline for authors
Handwritten notes [1 page]
Receipt
Newspapers
Illustrations
2 chapter proofs
2 contracts with UQ Press and API network

Folder 18
Address notes and OHPS for Federation talk, 7 Nov 1999 [Nundah Historical Society]
Address notes for Federation talk, 7 Apr 2000 [Brisbane Club]
Address notes for Museums Australia, 3 Dec 1999

Last updated: 19/08/2013  © University of Queensland
Address notes for *Alien Justice* book launch, 23 May 2000
Address notes WEL, 16 Mar 2001
Address notes Supreme Court Opening of Women in Law Project, 9 Nov 2005

Folder 19
Miss *Australia Quest* book launch
Address notes [28 Sep 2005]
Invitation and program

Box 8
Folder 1
Centenary of federation founding documents website committee
Project brief

Folder 2
National Archives founding documents project
Copy of ‘Queensland's Founding Documents’ by Clive Moore, Ray Evans, Kay Saunders and Bryan Jamison [2 drafts]
Founding documents website project meeting of national advisory panel, 22-23 Jun 1999
Queensland list of documents as determined 23 Jun 1999-confirmed by Clive Moore

Folder 3
AWM federation project
Proposals for Centenary of Federation celebrations, 2001 [2 drafts]
Correspondence:
19 Nov 1996, Kay Saunders to Gen. Adrian Clunies-Ross [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Mr Horton [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Gen. Peter Gration

Folder 4 [Access to the contents of this folder is restricted.]
NADC Federation Project
Correspondence:
17 May 1994, Howard Glenn to Ray Evans
15 Jun 1994, Howard Glenn to Ray Evans
13 Jul 1994, Julian Thomas to Ray Evans [duplicate to Kay Saunders]
22 Aug 1995, Kay Saunders to Philip Adams?
29 Aug 1995, Kay Saunders to Philip [includes possible draft letter to Julian Thomas and draft letter from Kay Saunders to colleagues]
31 Aug 1995, Kay Saunders to Philip Adams?
31 Aug 1995, Kay Saunders to Fabian Fay [facsimile]
31 Aug 1995, Kay Saunders to Philip Adams [facsimile]
31 Aug 1995, Kay Saunders to Colleagues
12 Sep 1995, Ross Johnston to Howard Glenn [draft]
9 Oct 1995, Ross Johnston to Howard Glenn
6 Nov 1995, Kay Saunders to Colleague
12 Dec 1995, Patrick McCormack to Kay Saunders
18 Dec 1995, Kay Saunders to Marie Wood
15 Jan 1996, Helen Irving to Kay Saunders
16 Jun 1996, John Rickard to Kay Saunders [facsimile]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Howard Glenn [facsimile]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Howard Glenn [copy]
Nd, Bryan Jamison to Ray Evans Kay Saunders and Clive Moore

Also in folder:
'Problems with Julian Thomas' submitted mss,
Research material
Bibliographic notes
Travel bookings
Personal contact details

Conference paper: PM McCormack, ‘Boorowa and Young: The ‘no’ and ‘yes’ cases for Australian federation’

Folder 5
Federation project research NLA
Research notes
Bibliographic details
Folder 6
Federation material NLA
Notes and photocopies from various NLA files
Photocopying request receipts

Folder 7
Federation Data, section 2
NLA photographic receipt
Photocopied research material and newspaper articles ordered under the following headings:
1889 federation conference
Federation official;
Federation celebrations Sydney 1901
Federation celebrations Qld
Federation celebrations Victoria
Federation forecasts and pre-1901
Federation rural interests
Federation capital site
Environment
Pro-federation movements
Anti-federation movements
Inter-colonial co-operation and difference
Constitutional structure
Federation individuals

Folder 8
1901: Our Future’s Past
Book reviews
Pamphlets
Address notes
Publicity schedule
Folder 9
Vietnam
Handwritten notes
Newspapers
‘Impact’ no 8
‘Student Guerrilla’, no 10 and no 14, 1968
Pamphlets
OHP
1 photograph

Folder 10
Battle of the Coral Sea
Copy of Kokoda-Minister's Address, 7 July 1995
Photocopied research material and newspaper articles ordered under the following headings:
Parliamentary debates
Sydney Morning Herald,
The Australian
News Weekly
Courier Mail
The Age

Also in folder:
Miscellaneous newspapers
Map: ‘The Battle of the Coral Sea’
Pamphlet: ‘Australia's war in Papua New Guinea 1942-1945’
Photocopied government publication: ‘Order of Service’,
Article draft: Kay Saunders, ‘Kicking History Aside: Paul Keating’s reinterpretation of Australia's involvement in World War II’

Folder 11
Australia Remembers State Committee
Correspondence:
22 Sep 1994, Gerry Readdy to Kay Saunders [Australia Remembers kit attached]
11 Oct 1994, Errol Davis to Kay Saunders [minutes and educational program attached]
16 Nov 1994, Gail James [for Errol Davis] to Kay Saunders [minutes attached]
1 Dec 1994, Jan Ryan to Kay Saunders [minutes attached]
4 Jan 1995, Jan Ryan to Kay Saunders [minutes attached]
8 Feb 1995, Gail James to Kay Saunders [minutes attached]
21 Sep 1995, Con Sciacca to Kay Saunders [certificate attached]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Ms Wells [copy]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Con Sciacca
Notes

**Folder 12**

**Writ on Special Branch files**

Newspapers
News release
Photocopied article: Livia Iacovino, ‘The Development of the appraisal in the public sector and their application to business records’ [handwritten note from Ruth to Kay attached]

Supreme Court of Queensland Writ
Correspondence:
28 Nov 1989 Ms McGregor to Diane Soon [copy]
29 Nov 1989 Diane Soon to Ms McGregor [facsimile]
7 Dec 1989, Diane Soon to Wayne Goss [facsimile]
7 Dec 1989, Diane Soon to Terry Mackenroth

**Box 9**

[Access to the contents of this box is restricted.]

**Folder 1**

**Curriculum Vitae**

Citations of Work [2 versions]
Curriculum Vitae [6 versions]

**Folder 2**

Correspondence regarding postgraduate students
Personal notes regarding workplace situations
Correspondence regarding VSP
Folder 3
Promotion 1997
Academic personal and professional development plan
Application for professorship [multiple copies with attachments]
Personal notes on interview and HOS notes

Folder 4
Promotion
Letter from Kay Saunders to John Hay 12 Apr 2002,
Letter from Denis Feeny to Kay Saunders 10 Oct 2002,
Assessment for continuing appointment
Academic portfolio of achievement

Folder 5
Example of teaching inventory
Letter from Clive Moore to Kay Saunders 28 Jan 2003
Course outlines for HIST2603 and HIST2202 [with corrections]

Folder 6
SSP 2003
Letter from Kay Saunders to Philip Almond, Mar 2002 [copy]
SSP report semester 1 2003
Academic portfolio of achievement

Folder 7
Senate Retreat Sep 2003
Retreat program
Internalisation-UQ's quiet revolution
Power point presentation print-out
Student loads
Information and correspondence regarding the Dutton Park bridge
The green bridge proposal
Special meeting of the Senate
Strategic plan 2003-2007
List of Senate members
Folder 8

**ARC application**
Memos regarding grant applications
Budget information
Grant accounting and progress report
Offer of grant, notification of grant,
Project proposal [2 copies]
Progress report Dec 1993
Correspondence:
6 Jan 1994, Kay Saunders to Jan Massey [copy]
6 Jan 1994, Kay Saunders to Lyn Finch [not sent]
2 Feb 1994, Neville Lamb to Kay Saunders
16 May 1994, Kay Saunders to Peter Sheehan [copy]
25 May 1994, Peter Sheehan to Kay Saunders
29 Jun 1994, Laurie Mullar to Kay Saunders
3 Jul 1994, John Iremonger to Kay Saunders
12 Jul 1995, Kay Saunders to Peter Sheehan? [final report attached]
Nd, Kay Saunders to Lyn Finch [copy]

Folder 9

**ARC 2001-2004**
Application for 2001 UQ small grant
Letter from Deb Ford to Kay Saunders, nd [evaluation attached]
Handwritten budgetary notes
Various descriptions of items required for research
Readers comments on 2002 ARC discovery grant
Various applications for ARC funding 2001-2002
Letter from Kay Saunders to John Hay, 29 Jul 2004 [Ray Evans: strategic initiatives funds, budget and emails attached]

Folder 10

**ARC 2006 draft**
Application for funding [multiple drafts]
Internet print-outs
Facsimile
Receipt
3 assessor reports
Handwritten and typed notes

Box 10
Folder 1
Book reviews
Book reviews

Folder 2
Book reviews
Book reviews

Folder 3
Newspapers of book reviews

Folder 4
Newspapers and media releases written by or concerning Kay Saunders

Folder 5 [Access to the contents of this folder is restricted.]
Correspondence
25 Oct 1975, Frank Stevens to Kay Saunders [copy]
18 Nov 1991, Kay Saunders to S. Willmott [copy]
1 Apr 1993, Kay Saunders to Marie Ann Reid
19 Feb 1997, James Balderstone to Kay Saunders
9 Jan 1998, Dawn Casey to Kay Saunders
19 Jan 1998, Tom Hassed to Kay Saunders [envelope attached]
4 Jan 1999, Christina Gillgren to Kay Saunders
22 Feb 1999, Richard Cassels to Kay Saunders
11 Mar 1999, Judy Spence to Kay Saunders
7 Apr 1999, Anna Bligh to Kay Saunders
13 May 1999, Mary Mahoney to Kay Saunders
6 Oct 1999, Glyn Davis to Kay Saunders [terms of reference attached]
8 Oct 1999, Eloise O’Toole to Kay Saunders
29 Mar 2000, Bruce Wats to Kay Saunders
7 Apr 2000, Ray Evans to Kay Saunders
13 Apr 2000, Peter Beattie to Kay Saunders [envelope attached]
20 June 2000, Paul de Jersey to Kay Saunders [envelope attached]
9 Jan 2001, Christopher Marshall to Kay Saunders
12 Feb 2001, Ian Galloway to Kay Saunders
Mar 2001, Tom Stanley to Kay Saunders
21 Mar 2001, Michael Kirby to Kay Saunders [envelope attached]
24 May 2001, G.J.V Nossal to Kay Saunders [envelope attached]
14 Jun 2001, Jackie Huggins to Kay Saunders [envelope attached]
29 Jun 2001, Kevin Fewster to Kay Saunders
18 Jan 2002, Jorg Nagler to Kay Saunders [email]
14 Oct 2002, Douglas Porter to Kay Saunders
11 Oct 2002, Margaret White to Kay Saunders [Qld Supreme Court History Program attached]
29 Nov 2002, Janice Archer to Kay Saunders
6 Dec 2002, Alan Rix to Kay Saunders
20 Jan 2003, Jorg Nagler to Kay Saunders [memo attached]
28 Feb 2003, John Carroll to Kay Saunders
9 Apr 2003, Richard Nile to Kay Saunders
11 Apr 2003, John Laverty to Kay Saunders
24 Apr 2003, Peter Beattie to Kay Saunders
13 May 2003, Paul Greenwood to Kay Saunders
13 Oct 2003, Aladin Rahemtula to Kay Saunders
13 Nov 2003, John Kerr to Kay Saunders
13 Nov 2003, John Kerr to Kay Saunders
17 Dec 2003, Kathryn Mandla to Kay Saunders
5 Apr 2004, Alice Murphy to Kay Saunders
3 Dec 2004, Janine Schmidt to Kay Saunders
13 Mar 2005, Roland Sussex to Kay Saunders
27 Apr 2005, Kay Saunders to John Hay [project outline attached]
14 Sep 2005, ? to Kay Saunders [post card]
22 Sep 2005, Bruce Watson to Kay Saunders
29 Sep 2005, Leslie Burnett to Kay Saunders [email]
29 Sep 2005, Leslie Burnett to Kay Saunders [email]
29 Sep 2005, Julie Ustinoff to Kay Saunders [email]
5 Oct 2005, Craddock to Kay Saunders and Julie Ustinoff [email]
19 Oct 2005, Ben Thompson to Kay Saunders [email, includes handwritten annotation by Kay Saunders]
20 Oct 2005, Christopher Moore to Kay Saunders
23 Oct 2005, Mr Boyes to Kay Saunders [email]
23 Oct 2005, Janet Baker to Kay Saunders [email]
27 Oct 2005, Marie Morrison to Kay Saunders [email]
11 Nov 2005, Aladin Rahemtula to Kay Saunders [email]
Nd, Beryl Beaurepaire to Kay Saunders [card]
Nd, Susannah Thompson to Kay Saunders [PhD proposal and envelope attached]
Nd, Elizabeth Heel to Kay Saunders [card]
Nd, Craig [Barrett] to Kay Saunders

Folder 6
Pamphlets
Flyers and booklets

Folder 7
Invitations

Box 11
Souvenir of aluminium panelling from Australian National Museum
Advice to consultative committee’s assessment panels and the Cultural Advisory Committee [includes handwritten opening remarks, list of members and funding breakdown],
Report of the Cultural Advisory Council 1998 Arts development and museum development programs
Arts and cultural grants outcomes for 1999
Agenda for meeting of Supreme Court history program subcommittee 28 Nov 2002
Agenda for meeting of Supreme Court history program subcommittee 20 May 2003
Qld Premier’s portrait collection project
Pamphlets
Annual action plan for women 2000
Report: Beyond the pink collar: Towards strategies to respond to women and work issues in Qld
Executive summary of Beyond the pink collar [includes handwritten note by Kay Saunders]
Final report Premier's Council for Women 1999-2000
Women in the smart state services directory 2003-2008
Women in the smart state directions statement 2003-2008
A possession forever: the Australian War Memorial from the First World War to the present day
Australia Day [includes handwritten note by Kay Saunders]
Creative nation [includes handwritten note by Kay Saunders]
Qld Sings: A centenary of celebration
Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3

Folder 1 [Access to the contents of this folder is restricted.]
Certificate of Fellowship for the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia
Booklet of RSA
Consultancy content advice for NMA Feb 2000
Nomination outline for ARC College of experts
Pamphlets
Receipts
Summary and recommendations of enquiry into pay equity in Qld
Handwritten notes and miscellaneous research material
PhD report

Box 12
Saunders, Kay, Notorious Australian women, manuscript version (363 leaves typescript, 33 leaves edited manuscript, 11 leaves black and white photographs photocopied, 118 leaves galley proofs typescript)

Parcel 1
Manuscript proof: Kay Saunders and Julie Ustinoff, 'A Crowning achievement: A study in Australian beauty, business and charitable enterprise

Parcel 2
Poster: Who says women can't pot black?
Poster: Its time to turn the funds on, young Australians needs childcare
Poster: When sexual harassment makes the office feel more like a battlefield, call the union